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LOGLINE

TIMELESS is a neo-noir action pilot following agents of the Mega-Corporation, 
Blackwater as they find themselves thrust into a grand conspiracy unraveling 
the mystery of a new group of murders.

SYNOPSIS

In the wake of a grand corporate war, a pharmaceutical company, Blackwater, 
has taken the reins of the city of Tiberius with their ultra-addictive 
performance enhancer: Dynamine. Aeon and Damian investigate a murder at 
a gas station, which gives them clues to The Drayton Hotel. Meanwhile, Cash, 
a member of a gang dealing counterfeit Dynamine, is given the opportunity of 
a lifetime. The two groups are on a collision course towards each other.



WHY NOW?

We want to do what Stranger Things did for movies like The Goonies and The 
Breakfast Club for cyberpunk/ neo-noir films like the original Blade Runner 
and Robocop. It’s important to embody ideas like pharmaceutical drugs and 
the opioid crisis, which are issues that millions of Americans face, in a way 
that doesn’t feel explicitly about that. On the surface, what is a fun action 
romp, has undertones of addiction, drug abuse, systemic issues, and more. 
This is a genre that is hot, with social commentary that is relevant. There has
never been a better time for TIMELESS.

SEASON ONE OVERVIEW

We leave episode one on a cliff-hanger moment where The Doctor is 
dissecting one of his victims alive. Throughout the season, I want to develop 
his character into the first “big bad” of the show – as he makes homemade 
versions of the Dynamine drug that can mutate people into horrible beasts 
under his control.

As that plotline is developing, I want to explore Aeon and Damain’s
relationships with each other, with the city and with Blackwater. They both
have their own ways of navigating it, and I want to explore more of Tiberius.
Aeon begins to question whether or not he’s fighting for the right side.

Meanwhile, Cash is quickly rising up the ranks of the mob, much to the 
dismay of his fellow members. This ruffles feathers with some of the more 
long standing members, and causes a rift inside the mob.

We learn much more about Blackwater and its dark past through the eyes of 
Aeon, who becomes too curious for his own good, which leads to:

Towards the end of the season, it’s revealed that there’s a puppet master 
much greater than The Doctor, ancient Deities called “The Oracles”. They’ve 
been behind the dynamine recipe and by extension The Doctor for a long 
time. Turns out: the more you take, the more power they have over you.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Country of Origin: Savannah, GA, USA
Year: 2023

Runtime: 27 minutes, 45 seconds
Rating: Not Rated; Violence, offensive language, drug use

Mastered Format: Sony Venice / 4096x1716 / 23.98psf
Available in: 4K

Aspect Ratio: 2.39:1
Sound: ATMOS

Language: English



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

This is a story that is endlessly personal for me for a lot of reasons. For one, 
this is the 4th time I’ve made something inspired from the same core: a math 
video I made in my sophomore year of high school. It ballooned and 
expanded to become a music video, and then a short film, and finally after 
months of working in a writer's room: it became Timeless.

It has been so fun to watch the project grow, expand, and evolve to become 
what it is today. I was also able to bring so much of my own experience with 
my sister to the film, and really use it to start to cope with what I went 
through. My whole life, my sister has been in and out of the ER looking for 
prescription pills and opiates. It’s taken more of a toll on me than I care to 
admit, and it’s for that reason that I wanted to give the film these undertones.

That being said, I wanted the film to be fun, exciting, and action packed. My 
attempt at making something that I would want to watch, something that if
high school Ethan saw what I was doing, he’d lose his mind. Our collaboration 
with LA Stunts really helped bring this action vision to life.

I can’t wait to continue developing and writing the rest of the series with my 
close collaborators and friends.

This was my 3rd film with my DP Cole Terra, and my 4th project with my sound
designer/supervisor Caleb Green, and is without a doubt our best work yet. I 
am immensely proud of the team that Alyse Landry and I put together.











THE CHARACTERS - BLACKWATER

Erik Scott is Aeon 
AEON is a normal person in a chaotic 
world. He is endlessly curious, which often 
leads him into dangerous situations. He 
was raised by his sister, who fell deep into 
drug abuse, at 18, she was kidnapped by 
her dealer, and Aeon hunted him down. 
Blackwater took him in before the police 
could get involved. He feels he owes a 
great debt to the company, but is bitterly 
stubborn, to a point of tension with his 
bosses. He is slow to trust and quick to 
lash out.

Alfred Lamar Pierce II is Damian
DAMIAN has been with Blackwater since 

he was 12. His father worked for them. 
Initially, he was brought in as part of a 

group study on the effects of a new drug 
for “productivity” – he was experimented 
on viciously. Testing new drugs, implants, 

and combat training. He is Blackwater’s 
golden boy. He has suffered tremendously 
for the company but it’s the only family he 

has left. Blackwater is his home. Despite 
his rough exterior and difficult past, he is 

intensely loyal and cares for those around 
him.

Annette Saunders is The Director
THE DIRECTOR is at the top of the food 
chain in Blackwater’s private military. She 
worked hard, under terrible circumstances 
for years to get this job, and won’t give it 
up for anything. She’s cold, calculated, and 
like a viper ready to strike. She’s eager to 
expand her power by running for election 
to the state senate and somehow manages 
to juggle everything. She’s taken money 
from the mob for her political campaign 
and other favors.



THE CHARACTERS – THE MOB

Remy Kidd is Cash 
CASH'S whole family has worked for the 
Mob. After a drug deal has gone wrong, 

his father was gunned down. Cash’s 
mother didn’t take this well and took to 
drugs heavily. She couldn’t get enough. 

She overdosed in Cash’s arms. Afterward, 
he lived with his long-time friend Chicago. 

Against her wishes, Cash joined up with 
the mob. This led to tensions with Chicago, 
but he eventually chose the mob over her. 

His biggest regret.

Candice Rose is Toni Casino 
TONI runs a complex underground 

network of both shady, real businesses 
and criminal ones. She’s commanding, 

powerful, and calculated.
While she is endlessly protective of her 

underlings who have earned her trust and 
respect, she is not to be trusted, and 

always has an ulterior motive. She has The 
Director in her pocket and has her sights 

on the whole city, Blackwater be damned.

Morris Napolitano is Greg 
GREG is a hardened veteran. He’s seen the 
worst in the world and lived to tell the 
tale. He grew up in a big family and 
watched it shrink smaller and smaller over 
the years, now his only true family is his 
nephew Cash, and the gang he runs with. 
He cares for them more than anything. 
Especially Cash- though he wouldn’t tell 
him to his face. He’s hardheaded and 
stubborn but keeps a sharp mind. While 
he can’t tank punches like he used to, he is 
still not somebody you want to mess with. 



MERCHANDISE

We designed an entire line of merch 
for the pilot with a group of 

immensely talented artists, including 
a companion comic book, T-Shirts, 

Action Figures, and a physical media 
release coming soon.
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